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a b s t r a c t
For dealingwith uncertainty researchers introduced the concept of soft sets. Shabir andNaz
(2011) [28], defined several basic notions on soft topology and studied many properties. In
this paper, we continue investigating the properties of soft open (closed), soft nbd and soft
closure. We also define and discuss the properties of soft interior, soft exterior and soft
boundary which are fundamental for further research on soft topology and will strengthen
the foundations of the theory of soft topological spaces.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Several theories, such as the theory of fuzzy sets [1], theory of intuitionists fuzzy sets [2], theory of vague sets, theory of
interval mathematics [3], theory of rough sets and theory of probability [4,5] can be considered as mathematical tools for
dealing with uncertainties. These theories have inherent difficulties due to the inadequacy of the parameterization tool of
the theories as pointed out by Molodtsov.
In 1999 Molodtsov [6] initiated the theory of soft sets as a new mathematical tool to deal with uncertainties while
modeling problems in engineering physics, computer science, economics, social sciences and medical sciences.
In [7], Molodtsov applied successfully in directions such as, smoothness of functions, game theory, operations research,
Riemann-integration, Perron integration, probability and theory of measurement. Maji et al. [8,9] gave the first practical
application of soft sets in decision making problems. In 2003, Maji et al. [9] defined and studied several basic notions of soft
set theory. In 2005, Pei and Miao [10] and Chen [11] improved the work of Maji et al. [8,9].
Many researchers have contributed towards the algebraic structure of soft set theory [12–25]. The application of soft set
theory in algebraic structures was introduced by Aktas and Cagman [13]. They established the basic notions of soft groups
as a generalization of the idea of fuzzy groups. Jun [16] investigated BCK/BCI-algebras and their applications in ideal theory.
Feng et al. [14] worked on soft semirings, soft ideals and idealistic soft semirings. Ali et al. [26], Shabir and Ali [27] studied
semigroups and soft ideals over a semigroup which characterized generalized fuzzy ideals and fuzzy ideals with thresholds
of a semigroup.
Recently, in 2011, Shabir and Naz [28] initiated the study of soft topological spaces. They defined soft topology on the
collection τ of soft sets over X . Consequently, they defined basic notions of soft topological spaces such as soft open and
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closed sets, soft subspace, soft closure, soft nbd of a point, soft Ti-spaces, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, soft regular spaces and soft
normal spaces and established their several properties.
In this paper, we continue investigating the properties of soft open (closed), soft nbd and soft closure. We also define and
discuss the properties of soft interior, soft exterior and soft boundary which are fundamental for further research on soft
topology and will strengthen the foundations of the theory of soft topological spaces.
2. Preliminaries
Now we recall some definitions and results defined and discussed in [3,6,29,14,28].
Definition 1. Let U be an initial universe and E be a set of parameters. Let P(U) denote the power set of U and A be a non-
empty subset of E. A pair (F , A) is called a soft set over U , where F is a mapping given by F : A → P(U). In other words,
a soft set over U is a parameterized family of subsets of the universe U . For e ∈ A, F(e) may be considered as the set of
e-approximate elements of the soft set (F , A). Clearly, a soft set is not a set.
Definition 2. For two soft sets (F , A) and (G, B) over a common universe U , we say that (F , A) is a soft subset of (G, B) if
(1) A ⊆ B and
(2) for all e ∈ A, F(e) and G(e) are identical approximations. We write (F , A)⊂˜(G, B).
(F , A) is said to be a soft super set of (G, B), if (G, B) is a soft subset of (F , A). We denote it by (F , A)⊃˜(G, B).
Definition 3. Two soft sets (F , A) and (G, B) over a common universe U are said to be soft equal if (F , A) is a soft subset of
(G, B) and (G, B) is a soft subset of (F , A).
Definition 4. The complement of a soft set (F , A) is denoted by (F , A)′ and is defined by (F , A)′ = (F ′, ̸ A) where, F ′ :
̸ A → P(U) is a mapping given by F ′(̸ α) = U \ F(α), for all α ∈ A.
Let us call F ′ the soft complement function of F . Clearly (F ′)′ is the same as F and ((F , A)′)′ = (F , A).
Definition 5. A soft set (F , A) over U is said to be a NULL soft set denoted byΦ if for all e ∈ A, F(e) = Φ (null set).
Definition 6. A soft set (F , A) over U is said to be an absolute soft set denoted by A˜ if for all e ∈ A, F(e) = U .
Clearly Ac = Φ andΦc = A.
Definition 7. The union of two soft sets of (F , A) and (G, B) over the common universe U is the soft set (H, C), where
C = A ∪ B and for all e ∈ C ,
H(e) =
F(e), if e ∈ A− B
G(e), if e ∈ B− A
F(e) ∪ G(e), if e ∈ A ∩ B.
We write (F , A) ∪ (G, B) = (H, C).
The following definition of the intersection of two soft sets is given as that of a bi-intersection in [29].
Definition 8. The intersection (H, C) of two soft sets (F , A) and (G, B) over a common universe U , denoted (F , A) ∩ (G, B),
is defined as C = A ∩ B, and H(e) = F(e) ∩ G(e) for all e ∈ C .
Let X be an initial universe set and E be the non-empty set of parameters.
Definition 9. The difference (H, E) of two soft sets (F , E) and (G, E) over X , denoted by (F , E) \ (G, E), is defined as
H(e) = F(e) \ G(e) for all e ∈ E.
Definition 10. Let Y be a non-empty subset of X , then Y˜ denotes the soft set (Y , E) over X for which Y (α) = Y , for all α ∈ E.
In particular, (X, E)will be denoted by X˜ .
Definition 11. Let x ∈ X , then (x, E) denotes the soft set over X for which x(α) = {x}, for all α ∈ E.
Definition 12. Let (F , E) be a soft set over X and Y be a non-empty subset of X . Then the sub soft set of (F , E) over Y denoted
by (YF , E), is defined as follows: FY (α) = Y ∩ F(α), for all α ∈ E. In other words (YF , E) = Y˜ ∩ (F , E).
Definition 13. The relative complement of a soft set (F , A) is denoted by (F , A)′ and is defined by (F , A)′ = (F ′, A) where
F ′ : A → P(U) is a mapping given by F ′(α) = U − F(α) for all α ∈ A.
Definition 14. Let τ be the collection of soft sets over X , then τ is said to be a soft topology on X if
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(1) Φ, X˜ belong to τ .
(2) The union of any number of soft sets in τ belongs to τ .
(3) The intersection of any two soft sets in τ belongs to τ .
The triplet (X, τ , E) is called a soft topological space over X .
Definition 15. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft space over X , then the members of τ are said to be soft open sets in X .
Definition 16. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft space over X . A soft set (F , E) over X is said to be a soft closed set in X , if its relative
complement (F , E)′ belongs to τ .
Proposition 1. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft space over X. Then
(1) Φ, X˜ are closed soft sets over X.
(2) The intersection of any number of soft closed sets is a soft closed set over X.
(3) The union of any two soft closed sets is a soft closed set over X.
Definition 17. Let X be an initial universe set, E be the set of parameters and τ = {Φ, X˜}. Then τ is called the soft indiscrete
topology on X and (X, τ , E) is said to be a soft indiscrete space over X .
Definition 18. Let X be an initial universe set, E be the set of parameters and let τ be the collection of all soft sets which can
be defined over X . Then τ is called the soft discrete topology on X and (X, τ , E) is said to be a soft discrete space over X .
Proposition 2. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft space over X. Then the collection τα = {F(α) : (F , E) ∈ τ } for each α ∈ E, defines a
topology on X.
Proposition 2 shows that corresponding to each parameter α ∈ E, we have a topology τα on X . Thus a soft topology on X
gives a parameterized family of topologies on X .
The following example shows that any collection of soft sets need not to be a soft topology on X , even if the collection
corresponding to each parameter defines a topology on X .
Example 1. Let X = {h1, h2, h3}, E = {e1, e2} and τ = {Φ, X˜, (F1, E), (F2, E), (F3, E), (F4, E)}where (F1, E), (F2, E), (F3, E),
(F4, E) are soft sets over X , defined as follows
F1(e1) = {h2}, F1(e2) = {h1},
F2(e1) = {h2, h3}, F2(e2) = {h1, h2},
F3(e1) = {h1, h2}, F3(e2) = {h1, h2},
F4(e1) = {h2}, F4(e2) = {h1, h3}.
Then τ is not a soft topology on X because (F2, E) ∪ (F3, E) = (G, E), where G(e1) = X , and G(e2) = {h1, h2} and so
(G, E) ∉ τ . Also, τe1 = {φ, X, {h2}, {h2, h3}, {h1, h2}} and τe2 = {φ, X, {h1}, {h1, h3}, {h1, h2}} are topologies on X .
Proposition 3. Let (X, τ1, E) and (X, τ2, E) be two soft topological spaces over the same universe X, then (X, τ1∪ τ2, E) is a soft
topological space over X.
Definition 19. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft topological space over X and (F , E) be a soft set over X . Then the soft closure of (F , E),
denoted by (F , E) is the intersection of all soft closed super sets of (F , E). Clearly (F , E) is the smallest soft closed set over X
which contains (F , E).
Theorem 1. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft topological space over X, (F , E) and (G, E) are soft sets over X. Then
(1) Φ = Φ and X˜ = X˜ .
(2) (F , E)⊂˜(F , E).
(3) (F , E) is a soft closed set if and only if (F , E) = (F , E).
(4) (F , E) = (F , E).
(5) (F , E)⊂˜(G, E) implies (F , E)⊂˜(G, E).
(6) (F , E) ∪ (G, E) = (F , E) ∪ ¯(G, E).
(7) (F , E) ∩ (G, E)⊂˜(F , E) ∩ (G, E).
Definition 20. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft topological space over X and (F , E) be a soft set over X . Then we associate with (F , E)
a soft set over X , denoted by (F , E) and defined as F(α) = F(α), where F(α) is the closure of F(α) in τα for each α ∈ E.
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Proposition 4. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft topological space over X and (F , E) be a soft set over X. Then (F , E)⊂˜(F , E).
Corollary 1. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft topological space over X and (F , E) be a soft set over X. Then (F , E) = (F , E) if and only if
(F , E)′ ∈ τ .
Definition 21. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft topological space over X, (G, E) be a soft set over X and x ∈ X . Then x is said to be a
soft interior point of (G, E), if there exists a soft open set (F , E) such that x ∈ (F , E)⊂˜(G, E).
Definition 22. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft topological space over X, (G, E) be a soft set over X and x ∈ X . Then (G, E) is said to be
a soft neighborhood of x, if there exists a soft open set (F , E) such that x ∈ (F , E)⊂˜(G, E).
Proposition 5. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft topological space over X. For any soft open set (F , E) over X, (F , E) is a soft neighborhood
of each point of

α∈E F(α).
Definition 23. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft topological space over X and Y be a non-empty subset of X . Then τY = {(YF , E)|(F , E) ∈
τ } is said to be the soft relative topology on Y and (Y , τY , E) is called a soft subspace of (X, τ , E).
We can easily verify that τY is, in fact, a soft topology on Y .
Proposition 6. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft topological space over X and Y be a non-empty subset of X. Then (Y , ταY ) is a subspace of
(X, τα) for each α ∈ E.
Definition 24. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft topological space over X and Y be a non-empty subset of X . Then τY = {(FY , E) :
(F , E) ∈ τ } is said to be the soft relative topology on Y and (Y , τY , E) is called a soft subspace of (X, τ , E). We can easily
verify that τY is, in fact, a soft topology on Y .
Example 2. Any soft subspace of a soft discrete topological space is a soft discrete topological space.
Example 3. Any soft subspace of a soft indiscrete topological space is a soft indiscrete topological space.
Proposition 7. Let (Y , τY , E) be a soft subspace of a soft topological space (X, τ , E) and (F , E) be a soft open set in Y . If Y˜ ∈ τ
then (F , E) ∈ τ .
3. Properties of soft topological spaces
Definition 25. Let (F , E) be a soft set over X and x ∈ X . We say that x ∈ (F , E), read as x belongs to the soft set (F , E),
whenever x ∈ F(e) for all e ∈ E.
Note that for any x ∈ X, x ∉ (F , E), if x ∉ F(e) for some e ∈ E.
Remark 1. The union of two soft topologies on X may not be a soft topology on X .
Example 4. Let X = {h1, h2, h3}, E = {e1, e2} and τ1 = {Φ, X˜, (F1, E), (F2, E), (F3, E), (F4, E), (F5, E)}, τ2 = {Φ, X˜,
(G1, E), (G2, E), (G3, E), (G4, E), (G5, E)} be two soft topologies defined on X where (F1, E), (F2, E), (F3, E), (F4, E), (F5, E),
(G1, E), (G2, E), (G3, E) (G4, E) and (G5, E) are soft sets over X , defined as follows
F1(e1) = {h2}, F1(e2) = {h1},
F2(e1) = {h2, h3}, F2(e2) = {h1, h2},
F3(e1) = {h1, h2}, F3(e2) = X,
F4(e1) = {h1, h2}, F4(e2) = {h1, h3},
F5(e1) = {h2}, F5(e2) = {h1, h2}
and
G1(e1) = {h2}, G1(e2) = {h1},
G2(e1) = {h2, h3}, G2(e2) = {h1, h2},
G3(e1) = {h1, h2}, G3(e2) = {h1, h2},
G4(e1) = {h2}, G4(e2) = {h1, h3}, G5(e1) = {h1, h2}, G5(e2) = X .
Now, we define
τ = τ1 ∪ τ2 = {Φ, X˜, (F1, E), (F2, E), (F3, E), (F4, E), (F5, E), (G1, E), (G2, E), (G4, E), (G5, E)}.
If we take (F2, E) ∩ (G1, E) = (H, E)
then
H(e1) = F2(e1) ∩ G1(e1) = {h2, h3} ∩ {h2} = {h2}
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and
H(e2) = F2(e2) ∩ G1(e2) = {h1, h2} ∩ {h1, h3} = {h2}.
But (H, E) ∉ τ . Thus τ is not a soft topology on X .
Proposition 8. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft topological space over X, (G, E) be a soft set over X and x ∈ X. If x is a soft interior point
of (G, E), then x is an interior point of G(α) in (X, τα), for each α ∈ E.
Proposition 9. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft topological space over X. Then
(1) each x ∈ X has a soft neighborhood;
(2) if (F , E) and (G, E) are soft neighborhoods of some x ∈ X, then (F , E) ∩ (G, E) is also a soft neighborhood of x.
(3) if (F , E) is a soft neighborhood of x ∈ X and (F , E)⊂˜(G, E), then (G, E) is also a soft neighborhood of x ∈ X.
Note 1. The following example shows that the above Proposition 8 is not true in general.
Example 5. Let X = {h1, h2, h3}, E = {e1, e2} and τ = {Φ, X˜, (F1, E), (F2, E), (F3, E), (F4, E), (F5, E)} where (F1, E),
(F2, E), (F3, E), (F4, E) and (F5, E) are soft sets over X , defined as follows:
F1(e1) = {h2}, F1(e2) = {h1},
F2(e1) = {h2, h3}, F2(e2) = {h1, h2},
F3(e1) = {h1, h2}, F3(e2) = X,
F4(e1) = {h1, h2}, F4(e2) = {h1, h3},
F5(e1) = {h2}, F5(e2) = {h1, h2}.
Then τ defines a soft topology on X and hence (X, τ , E) is a soft topological space over X . It can be easily seen that
τe1 = {φ, X, {h2}, {h2, h3}, {h1, h2}}
and
τe2 = {φ, X, {h1}, {h1, h3}, {h1, h2}}
are topologies on X .
Since h2 ∈ X is soft interior point of (G, E) = {{h2, h3}, {h1, h2}}, but h2 is not interior point of G(e2) = {h1} in τe2 .
Definition 26. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft topological space over X then soft interior of soft set (F , E) over X is denoted by (F , E)◦
and is defined as the union of all soft open sets contained in (F , E).
Thus (F , E)◦ is the largest soft open set contained in (F , E).
Example 6. Let us consider the soft topological space (X, τ , E) over X in Example 5 and (F , E) = {{h2}, {h1, h3}} be soft set
of soft topological space X . Then (F , E)◦ = {{h2}, {h1}}.
Theorem 2. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft topological space over X and (F , E) and (G, E) are soft sets over X. Then
(1) Φ◦ = Φ and X˜◦ = X˜ .
(2) (F , E)◦⊂˜(F , E).
(3) ((F , E)◦)◦ = (F , E).
(4) (F , E) is a soft open set if and only if (F , E)◦ = (F , E).
(5) (F , E)⊂˜(G, E) implies (F , E)◦⊂˜(G, E)◦.
(6) (F , E)◦ ∩ (G, E)◦ = ((F , E) ∩ (G, E))◦.
(7) (F , E)◦ ∪ (G, E)◦⊂˜((F , E) ∪ (G, E))◦.
Proof. (1) and (2) are obvious.
(3) Since ((F , E)◦) is soft open and ((F , E)◦)◦ is the union of all soft open subsets in X contained in (F , E)◦,
(F , E)◦⊂˜((F , E)◦)◦. But ((F , E)◦)◦⊂˜(F , E)◦ by (2). Hence ((F , E)◦)◦ = (F , E).
(4) If (F , E) is a soft open sets over X then (F , E) is itself a soft open set over X which contains (F , E). So (F , E)◦ is the
largest soft open set contained in (F , E) and (F , E) = (F , E)◦.
Conversely, suppose that (F , E) = (F , E)◦. Since (F , E)◦ is a soft open set, so (F , E) is a soft open set over X .
(5) Suppose that (F , E)⊂˜(G, E). Since (F , E)◦⊂˜(F , E)⊂˜(G, E). (F , E)◦ is a soft open subset of (G, E), so by definition of
(G, E)◦, (F , E)◦⊂˜(G, E)◦.
(6) From (5), we have ((F , E) ∩ (G, E))⊂˜(F , E), ((F , E) ∩ (G, E))⊂˜(G, E) implies ((F , E) ∩ (G, E))◦⊂˜(F , E)◦, ((F , E) ∩
(G, E))◦⊂˜(G, E)◦ so that ((F , E)∩ (G, E))◦⊂˜(F , E)◦∩ (G, E)◦. Also, since (F , E)◦⊂˜(F , E) and (G, E)◦⊂˜(G, E) implies (F , E)◦∩
(G, E)◦⊂˜((F , E)∩ (G, E)) so that (F , E)◦∩ (G, E)◦ is a soft open subset of ((F , E)∩ (G, E)). Hence (F , E)◦∩ (G, E)◦⊂˜((F , E)∩
(G, E))◦. Thus (F , E)◦ ∩ (G, E)◦ = ((F , E) ∩ (G, E))◦.
(7) Since (F , E)⊂˜((F , E)∪ (G, E)) and (G, E)⊂˜((F , E)∪ (G, E)). So by (5), (F , E)◦⊂˜((F , E)∪ (G, E))◦ and (G, E)◦⊂˜((F , E)∪
(G, E))◦. So that (F , E)◦ ∪ (G, E)◦⊂˜((F , E) ∪ (G, E))◦, since (F , E)◦ ∪ (G, E)◦ is a soft open set. 
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The following example shows that the equality does not hold in Theorem 2(7).
Example 7. Let us consider the soft topological space (X, τ , E) over X in Example 5 and (F , E) = {{h2}, {h1, h3}}, (G, E) =
{{h1, h3}, {h1, h2, h3}} are soft sets of soft topological space X . Then (F , E)◦ = {{h2}, {h1}} and (G, E)◦ = Φ . (F , E)∪(G, E) =
{{h2}, {h1, h3}} ∪ {{h1, h3}, {h1, h2, h3}} = {{h1, h2, h3}, {h1, h2, h3}} = X˜ . Now ((F , E)∪ (G, E))◦ = (X˜)◦ = X˜ and (F , E)◦ ∪
(G, E)◦ = {{h2}, {h1}}∪Φ = {{h2}, {h1}}. so that (F , E)◦∪(G, E)◦⊂˜((F , E)∪(G, E))◦ but ((F , E)∪(G, E))◦ ˜⊈(F , E)◦∪(G, E)◦.
Theorem 3. Let (F , E) be a soft set of soft topological space over X. Then
(1) ((F , E)′)◦ = ((F , E))′.
(2) (F , E)′ = ((F , E)◦)′.
(3) (F , E)◦ = ((F , E)′)′.
(4)(F , E)′ = ((F , E)◦)′.
The following example shows that the equalities hold in the above theorem.
Example 8. Let X = {h1, h2, h3}, E = {e1, e2} and τ = {Φ, X˜, (F1, E), (F2, E), (F3, E), (F4, E), (F5, E), (F6, E), (F7, E)}where
(F1, E), (F2, E), (F3, E), (F4, E), (F5, E), (F6, E) and (F7, E) are soft sets over X , defined as follows:
F1(e1) = {h1, h2}, F1(e2) = {h1, h2},
F2(e1) = {h2}, F2(e2) = {h1, h3},
F3(e1) = {h2, h3}, F3(e2) = {h1},
F4(e1) = {h2}, F4(e2) = {h1},
F5(e1) = {h1, h2}, F5(e2) = X,
F6(e1) = X, F6(e2) = {h1, h2},
F7(e1) = {h2, h3}, F7(e2) = {h1, h3}.
Then τ defines a soft topology on X and hence (X, τ , E) is a soft topological space over X .
Clearly the soft closed sets are X˜,Φ{{h3}, {h3}}, {{h1, h3}, {h2}}, {{h1}, {h2, h3}}, {{h1, h3}, {h2, h3}}, {{h3}, φ}, {φ, {h3}}
and {{h1}, {h2}}.
Let us take (F , E) = {{h2}, {h1, h2}} then (F , E)′ = {{h1, h3}, {h3}}, ((F , E)′)◦ = Φ, (((F , E)′)◦)′ = X˜, (F , E) =
X˜, ((F , E))′ = Φ, (F , E)′ = {{h1, h3}, {h2, h3}}, ((F , E)′)′ = {{h2}, {h1}}, (F , E)◦ = {{h2}, {h1}}, ((F , E)◦)′ = {{h1, h3},
{h2, h3}}. Clearly the equalities hold in the above theorem.
Definition 27. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft topological space over X then the soft exterior of soft set (F , E) over X is denoted by
(F , E)◦ and is defined as (F , E)◦ = ((F , E)′)◦.
Thus x is called a soft exterior point of (F , E) if there exists a soft open set (G, E) such that x ∈ (G, E)⊂˜(F , E)′. We observe
that (F , E)◦ is the largest soft open set contained in (F , E)′.
Example 9. Let us consider the soft topological space (X, τ , E) over X in Example 5 and (F , E) = {{h1}, {h2}} be the soft set
of soft topological space X . Then (F , E)′ = {{h2, h3}, {h1, h3}} and so, (F , E)◦ = ((F , E)′)◦ = {{h2}, {h1}}.
Theorem 4. Let (F , E) be a soft set of soft topological space over X. Then
(1) (F , E)◦ = ((F , E)′)◦.
(2) ((F , E) ∪ (G, E))◦ = (F , E)◦ ∩ (G, E)◦.
(3) (F , E)◦ ∪ (G, E)◦⊂˜((F , E) ∩ (G, E))◦.
The following example shows that the equality does not hold in Theorem 4(3).
Example 10. Let X = {h1, h2, h3}, E = {e1, e2} and τ = {Φ, X˜, (G1, E), (G2, E), (G3, E), (G4, E), (G5, E)} be two soft
topologies defined on X where (G1, E), (G2, E), (G3, E) (G4, E) and (G5, E) are soft sets over X , defined as follows
G1(e1) = {h2}, G1(e2) = {h1},
G2(e1) = {h2, h3}, G2(e2) = {h1, h2},
G3(e1) = {h1, h2}, G3(e2) = {h1, h2},
G4(e1) = {h2}, G4(e2) = {h1, h3}, G5(e1) = {h1, h2}, G5(e2) = X .
Then τ defines a soft topology on X and hence (X, τ , E) is a soft topological space over X .
Let us take (F , E) = {{h1, h2}, {h2}}, (G, E) = {{h3}, φ}.
Now (F , E)◦ = ((F , E)′)◦ = {{h3}, {h1, h2}}◦ = φ
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and
(G, E)◦ = ((G, E)′)◦ = {{h1, h2}, X}◦ = {{h1, h2}, {h1, h2, h3}}
(F , E)◦ ∪ (G, E)◦ = {{h1, h2}, {h1, h2, h3}}.
Also
((F , E) ∩ (G, E))◦ = (((F , E) ∩ (G, E))′)◦ = (({{h1, h2}, {h2}} ∩ {{h3}, φ})′)◦ = ((φ)′)◦ = (X˜)◦ = X˜ .
Definition 28. Let (X, τ , E) be a soft topological space over X then the soft boundary of soft set (F , E) over X is denoted by
(F , E) and is defined as (F , E) = (F , E) ∩ ((F , E)′). Obviously (F , E) is a smallest soft closed set over X containing (F , E).
Remark 2. From the above definition it follows directly that the soft sets (F , E) and (F , E)′ have same soft boundary.
Example 11. In the above Example 10, let us take (F , E) = {{h2}, {h1, h2}} then (F , E) = X˜, (F , E)′ = {{h1, h3}, {h3}} and
(F , E)′ = {{h1, h3}, {h2, h3}}. Thus the soft boundary of (F , E) is (F , E) = (F , E) ∩ ((F , E)′) = X˜ ∩ {{h1, h3}, {h2, h3}} =
{{h1, h3}, {h2, h3}}.
Theorem 5. Let (F , E) be a soft set of soft topological space over X. Then the following hold:
(1) ((F , E))′ = (F , E)◦ ∪ ((F , E)′)◦ = (F , E)◦ ∪ (F , E)◦
(2) (F , E) = (F , E)◦ ∪ (F , E)
(3) (F , E) = (F , E) ∩ (F , E)′ = (F , E)− (F , E)◦
(4) (F , E)◦ = (F , E) \ (F , E).
Proof.
(1) (F , E)◦ ∪ ((F , E)′)◦ = (((F , E)◦)′)′ ∪ ((((F , E)′)◦)′)′
= [((F , E)◦)′ ∩ ((F , E)′)◦]′
= [(F , E)′ ∩ (F , E)]′
= ((F , E))′.
(2) (F , E)◦ ∪ (F , E) = (F , E)◦ ∪ ((F , E) ∩ (F , E)′)
= [(F , E)◦ ∪ (F , E)] ∩ [(F , E)◦ ∪ (F , E)′]
= (F , E) ∩ [(F , E)◦ ∪ ((F , E)◦)′]
= (F , E) ∩ ((F , E)◦ ∪ ((F , E)◦)′)
= (F , E) ∩ X˜
= (F , E).
(3) (F , E) = (F , E)− (F , E)◦
= (F , E) ∩ ((F , E)◦)′
= (F , E) ∩ (F , E)′ (by Theorem 3(2)).
(4) (F , E) \ (F , E) = (F , E) ∩ (F , E)′
= (F , E) ∩ ((F , E)◦ ∪ ((F , E)′)◦) (by (1))
= [(F , E) ∩ (F , E)◦] ∪ [(F , E) ∩ ((F , E)′)◦]
= (F , E)◦ ∪ Φ
= (F , E)◦. 
Remark 3. By (3) of above Theorem 5, it is clear that (F , E) = (F , E)′.
Theorem 6. Let (F , E) be a soft set of soft topological space over X. Then:
(1) (F , E) is a soft open set over X if and only if (F , E) ∩ (F , E) = Φ .
(2) (F , E) is a soft closed set over X if and only if (F , E)⊂˜(F , E).
Proof. (1) Let (F , E) be a soft open set over X . Then (F , E)◦ = (F , E) implies
(F , E) ∩ (F , E) = (F , E)◦ ∩ (F , E)
= Φ.
Conversely, let (F , E) ∩ (F , E) = Φ . Then (F , E) ∩ (F , E) ∩ (F , E)′ = Φ or (F , E) ∩ (F , E)′ = Φ or (F , E)′⊂˜(F , E)′, which
implies (F , E)′ is a soft closed set and hence (F , E) is a soft open set.
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(2) Let (E, E) be a soft closed set over X . Then (F , E) = (F , E). Now (F , E) = (F , E) ∩ (F , E)′⊂˜(F , E) = (F , E). That is,
(F , E)⊂˜(F , E).
Conversely, (F , E)⊂˜(F , E). Then (F , E) ∩ (F , E)′ = Φ . Since (F , E) = (F , E)′ = Φ , we have (F , E)′ ∩ (F , E)′ = Φ . By (1),
(F , E)′ is soft open and hence (F , E) is soft closed. 
Theorem 7. Let (F , E) be a soft set of soft topological space over X. Then the following hold:
(1) (F , E) ∩ (F , E)◦ = Φ
(2) (F , E)◦ = (F , E) \ (F , E).
Proof. (1) follows from Theorem 5(3) and (2) follows directly by the definition of the soft boundary. 
Theorem 8. Let (F , A) and (G, B) be soft sets of soft topological space over X. Then the following hold:
(1) ((F , A) ∪ (G, B))⊂˜[(F , A) ∩ ((G, B)′)] ∪ [(G, B) ∩ ((F , A)′)]
(2) [(F , A) ∩ (G, B)]⊂˜[(F , A) ∩ (G, B)] ∪ [(G, B) ∩ (F , A)].
Proof.
(1) ((F , A) ∪ (G, B)) = ((F , A) ∪ (G, B)) ∩ (((F , A) ∪ (G, B))′)
= ((F , A) ∪ (G, B)) ∩ ((F , A)′ ∩ (G, B)′)
⊂˜ ((F , A) ∪ (G, B)) ∩ [(F , A)′ ∩ (G, B)′]
= ((F , A) ∩ (F , A)′) ∩ ((G, B)′ ∪ (G, B)) ∩ [(F , A)′ ∩ (G, B)′]
= ((F , A) ∩ (G, B)′) ∪ ((G, B) ∩ (F , A)′)
⊂˜ (F , A) ∪ (G, B).
(2) [(F , A) ∩ (G, B)] = ((F , A) ∩ (G, B)) ∩ ((F , A) ∩ (G, B))′
⊂˜ [(F , A) ∩ (G, B)] ∩ [((F , A)′ ∪ (G, B)′)]
= [(F , A) ∩ (G, B)] ∩ [(F , A)′ ∪ (G, B)′]
= [((F , A) ∩ (G, B)) ∩ (F , A)′] ∪ [((F , A) ∩ (G, B)) ∩ (G, B)′]
= ((F , A) ∩ (G, B)) ∪ ((F , A) ∩ (G, B)). 
Theorem 9. Let (F , E) be a soft set of soft topological space over X. Then the following holds:
(((F , E))) = ((F , E)).
Proof.
(((F , E))) = (((F , E))) ∩ ((((F , E)))′)
= (((F , E))) ∩ ((((F , E)))′). (1)
Now consider
((((F , E)))′) = [((F , E)) ∩ (((F , E))′)]′
= [(F , E) ∩ ((F , E))′]′
= ((F , E))′ ∪ (((F , E))′)′.
Therefore
((((F , E)))′) = [(((F , E)))′ ∪ ((((F , E))′))′]
= ((((F , E)))′) ∪ (((((F , E))′))′)
= (G, E) ∪ (((((G, E))′))′) = X˜ (2)
where (G, E) = ((((F , E)))′). From (1) and (2), we have
(((F , E))) = ((F , E)) ∩ X˜ = ((F , E)). 
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Theorem 10. Let (F , E) and (G, E) be soft open sets of soft topological space over X. Then the following hold:
(1) ((F , E) \ (G, E))◦⊂˜(F , E)◦ \ (G, E)◦
(2) (F , E)◦⊂˜(F , E).
Proof.
(1) ((F , E) \ (G, E))◦ = ((F , E) ∩ (G, E)′)◦
= (F , E)◦ ∩ ((G, E)′)◦
= (F , E)◦ ∩ ((G, E))′ (by Theorem 3(1))
= (F , E)◦ \ (G, E)
⊂˜ (F , E)◦ \ (G, E)◦.
(2) (F , E)◦ = (F , E)◦ ∩ (((F , E)◦)′)
⊂˜ (F , E)◦ ∩ (((F , E)′)) (by Theorem 3(4))
⊂˜ (F , E) ∩ ((F , E)′) = (F , E). 
Theorem 11. Let (F , E) be a soft set of soft topological space over X. Then (F , E) = Φ if and only if (F , E) is a soft closed set and
a soft open set.
Proof. Suppose that (F , E) = Φ .
(i) First we prove that (F , E) is a soft closed set. Consider
(F , E) = Φ ⇒ (F , E) ∩ ((F , E)′) = Φ
⇒ (F , E)⊂˜(((F , E)′))′ = (F , E)◦ (by Theorem 3(3))
⇒ (F , E)⊂˜(F , E)⇒ (F , E) = (F , E).
This implies that (F , E) is a soft closed set.
(ii) Using (i), we now prove that (F , E) is a soft open set.
(F , E) = Φ ⇒ (F , E) ∩ ((F , E)′) or (F , E) ∩ ((F , E)◦)′ = Φ ⇒ (F , E)⊂˜(F , E)◦ ⇒ (F , E)◦ = (F , E).
This implies that (F , E) is a soft open set.
Conversely, suppose that (F , E) is soft open and soft closed set. Then
(F , E) = (F , E) ∩ ((F , E)′)
= (F , E) ∩ ((F , E)◦)′ (by Theorem 3(4))
= (F , E) ∩ (F , E)′ = Φ. 
4. Conclusion
In the present work, we have continued to study the properties of soft open (closed) soft nbd and soft closure. We also
introduce soft interior, soft exterior and soft boundary and have established several interesting properties. We hope that
the findings in this paper will help researcher enhance and promote the further study on soft topology to carry out a general
framework for their applications in practical life.
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